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Preface
Thesis Proposal
In this thesis I intend to explore the
possibilities of interfacing the Geni
graphics Paint system with the Ani
mation System to create the illusion
of pixel based animation on a two
dimensional, object based system.
The imagery for the animation will
be developed from my work in
painting and illustration in an at
tempt to create an animated elec
tronic painting.
Statement ofIntent andPurpose
The intention of this thesis was to
create an animation with more deli
cate, detailed imagery than was nor
mally possible through the artwork
generation and animation system of
the Genigraphics computer. This re
quired the use of its paint system
which would allow the creation of
artwork much like painting or illus
tration. To achieve this integration,
pixel based paint capabilities and
object based animation capabilities
were combined to create the illusion
of a pixel based animation. This
method allowed artistic expression
within the animation with more
depth and feeling. To achieve this
with a cohesive piece of work as a
result, it was decided to tell a story.
The thesis title "Animated Electronic
Painting"
emerged from a desire to
create painterly imagery on the com
puter and to take it a step further as
an animated painting. Since the in
tent was to tell a story using these
methods, the story required its own
identity and the animation became
entitled "Depth Conception".
vu
Introduction
When the time came to decide on a
topic for a thesis project, computer
graphics as an industry was generat
ing a great deal of interest. At that
time, RIT's principal pieces of equip
ment were animation systems and
paint systems. As an artist and
paintingminor, I was interested in
pursuing a project which involved
using the computer as a medium for
new paintings and illustrations. As a
new student of computer graphics, I
was interested in exploring the pos
sibilities of animation. The problem
was how to combine the two in a
way beneficial to both disciplines.
My background as an undergradu
ate student was traditional graphic
design. I had not been exposed to
computers in any way during that
time. As a trained designer, I saw
the possibilities of translating graph
ic communications via the comput
er; it opened new possibilities both
artistically and technically. I wanted
to learn about computers and when
I entered RIT the tools were atmy
fingertips. I also wanted to pursue
my interest in painting and illustra
tion. I enrolled in several painting
classes prior to the thesis proposal
and decided I wanted to incorporate
painted imagery in some way. I
could not ignore that part ofmyself
thatwanted to express itselfwith
more personal imagery. The school
had just acquired paint software for
the Genigraphics computer which,
until that time, had been exclusively
vector based graphics and anima
tion. The two disciplines of comput
er graphics and painting are closely
linked yet different. Both are forms
of visual communication, but the ap
proach requires various ways of
thinking. Another prominent inter
est was in character animation. This
interest broughtme the answer to
my problem: characters and their
personalities are always deeply root
ed in the expression and personali
ties of their creators yet they have to
be able to communicate and operate
graphically. I decided to create a
storywith characters who would
allow me the personal expression I
desired but also forceme to commu
nicate with the viewer.
Nowmy only problem was which
computers would cover new ground
technically and give me the capabili
ties I needed as well? The Geni
graphics computer gave me the ani
mation capabilities and, with the ad
dition of the new paint software,
gave me the paint capabilities. The
animation system allowed me to cre
ate object based animation and the
paint system allowed me to create
pixel based illustrations. The chal
lenge lay in combining the two.
The Imagery
Background andDevelopment
When I began classes in painting I
had to decide on a theme to pursue.
I was interested in the basic shape of
natural objects and how those
shapes could be exploited into inter
esting and meaningful compositions
and imagery. I used color, light,
shape, and texture to convey to the
viewer a sense of beauty and form
that could be seen as a literal transla
tion of the object but, also, as an
image that could be perceived with
endless possibilities. I turned to the
underwater world for that imagery. I
found beauty and fluidity, complexi
ty and simplicity, lightness and
darkness, and infinite possibilities of
color and texture.
I began with a series of paintings
based on the form of a single
seashell. Each new composition was
an exploration of a particular
seashell. The forms were manipulat
ed in different ways so that they
could be seen as something other
than what they were.They con
sumed the whole canvas and were
magnified, rotated , and cropped to
create interesting compositions.
Since I was primarily interested in
their form, and I did not want a
completely literal translation, I took
liberties with their color and texture.
I let the feelings I got from their
forms dictate to me what character
istics theywould have in terms of
light, texture, and color. (See illustra
tion 1, p.22).
My next series of paintings went a
step further. I decided, instead of
compositions depicting the outside
characteristics of the shells, I would
take the viewpoint of being inside
the shell looking out. These too were
mainly concerned with the form of
the shell but I added a new perspec
tive: howwould these shells look
from the inside and how would the
"world"
outside look from that van
tage point?With this new angle I not
only exploited the form of the shell
but I began imagining new worlds,
fantasy worlds, thatmight lie out
side them. As in the series before,
the shapes took precedence, and the
color, texture, lighting, and outside
world came from the feelings I de
rived from the shell itself. (See illus
tration 2, p.23).
During this series of paintings, I un
dertook the same themes on the
Artronics computer paint box soft
ware. I wanted to convey the same
imagery and feelings as in the paint
ings but this time with electric light
and color from the computer. I ex
perimented with a new approach to
the compositions: I used the video
frame grab option to capture a video
image of an actual shell and use that
as a starting point for the painting.
Although the paintings were differ
ent because of the resolution of the
computer screen, mostly in terms of
texture, they became part of the fam
ily of thatwhole series of paintings.
(See illustration 3, p.24).
I also became interested in the devel
opment and illustration of charac
ters. In other work I was doing on
the computers I created characters as
part of illustration projects. I found
they could be anything Iwanted
them to be, both visually and in
terms of their personalities. But
more importantly, instilled with
physical life and personality, they
could be used to tell a story: a story
born out of pure imaginationwith
characters born out of pure imagina
tion.
This premise soon became useful in
the animation, "Wipe Out!", which I
undertookwith a fellow student.
Whereas part of the animation dealt
with inanimate objects, I introduced
a character in the form of a fish. This
fish had little personality thatwas
exhibited in the film but it was an in
tegral part of the story. This film was
also my first attempt at animation. It
was purely object based, frame to
frame animation, but it gave me the
experience I needed to apply tomy
thesis project. Its greatest achieve
ment was that it brought the charac
ter to life. (See illustration 4, p.25).
The Influences
My fascination with the underwater
world persisted and I pursued the
possibilities of integrating it with the
development of characters and a
story. I studied books, photographs,
films - anything that contained these
images. I also studied artists who
had the same visions and percep
tions as I did. Three things had a
profound influence on the approach
I would take withmy final thesis
project: The film Fantasia byWalt
Disney; the works of the artistMax-
field Parrish; and the bookWithin a
Rainbowed Sea, by Christopher
Newbert.
Within a Rainbowed Sea was a con
stant source of imagery and inspira
tion for the series of seashell paint
ings. The bookwas not only a pho
tographic documentation of the
underwater world, but an art book
conceived and photographed with
an
artists'
eye for beauty and com
position. Formy thesis project, I con
tinued to consult this work for inspi
ration, possibilities of imagery, and
the study of the underwater world.
During this time I was exposed to
the artistMaxfield Parrish. His
paintings had a great affect on me
and became another source of inspi
ration. The aspect of his work that
most affected me was the way he
portrayed both landscapes and the
living subjects that inhabited them
with a quality that spoke of fantasy
and imaginary worlds. His work
also inspired me in terms of the way
he painted. I admired his use of
color, light, and reflection, and the
way he portrayed parts of his sub
jectmatter as massive and overpow
ering, yet other parts as delicate and
placid. His art spoke to me of beauty
and fantasy worlds that I was ex
ploringmyself.
The animated film Fantasia became
the binding factor of these influ
ences. I had seen the film as a child
and remembered it well. Since the
film only rarely circulated , until its
recent video release, I relied onmy
memory and books onWalt Disney
animation. This film contained
imaginaryworlds, imaginary char
acters, and each segment told an
imaginary story. It contained beauty
and malice, fluidity and depth, light
ness and darkness, and a great range
of color and texture. Butmore im
portantly, it served as an inspiration
for movement of forms that were
born out of artistic expression.
While studying these images, I de
veloped ideas and conducted experi
ments to discover the feasibility of
what I was attempting to do; tests
both in terms of imagery and tech
nique. In my painting classes, I ex
perimented with compositions of
imaginary landscapes. These dealt
with the underwater world and con
tained images taken from there.
They consisted of landscapes made
of seashells and imagery derived
from various underwater textures
and colors. (See illustration 5, p.26).
At the same time, I was experiment
ing on the computer with both
painted imagery and the animation
of it. Again, I explored the creation
of landscapes but this time I devel
oped and added characters to the
compositions. Some were derived
purely from the imagination and
some were derived from known
creatures. The object was to have the
characters take on personalities of
their own and reflect the feeling of
their surroundings. This resulted in
a group of characters who eventual
ly became the focus for the final the
sis animation. The characters, while
originally experimental, soon be
came the reflection of a personal
bond I felt for them; the ground
work for the basis of the story; and,
in addition, demonstrated great po
tential.
One character became an experi
ment in the animation of pixel based
artworkwith vector based artwork,
the technical premise of the thesis.
The experiment involved an under
water landscapewith the animation
of a character created from both pix
els and objects. This resulted in a
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short and simple film test which
brought with it the answer to the
technical approach I had taken.
(See illustration 6, p.27).
PsychologicalAnalysis
With these developments underway,
I began creating and imagining the
imagery for the rest of the anima
tion. What kind of story did I want
to tell? How would the characters be
used? What approach did I want to
take in expressingmyself? How
could I do all this and still maintain
the technical capability? The an
swers came from an in depth analy
sis of the imagery I had been creat
ing based on the psychological fac
tors and recurring themes ofmy
work.
tion ofmale symbolism. They also
tended to be dark and mysterious in
nature, as if closed in, or trapped,
within a space or state of being.
These themes became obvious with
the series of paintings and anima
tion tests. At first, I did not recog
nize these characteristics entirely. It
was a realization I came to gradually
with the help of a fellow graduate
student. Knowingme as he did, this
colleague would analyze my person
ality and tie it with my work. This
was a continual process but, more
importantly, the incentive to develop
the story and accept this analysis of
myself that became the nature of the
film.
The feelings derived from my paint
ings could be described as sensual.
Although unintentional, their quali
ties were often female in nature with
an occasional reference or implica-
Evolution of the Story
Choice ofMusic
Alongwith the development of
characters and imagery for the ani
mation, I began the search for music
to accompany the film. Of course, it
had to have the right mood and I
wanted a piece that would be an in
spiration for the film's development.
I reviewed many different pieces of
music, mostly classical or funky in
strumental, over the course of a cou
ple months. This was a process that
went alongwith the progression of
the imagery. I finally settled on the
beginning segment of a song titled
"I Robot" by Alan Parsons Project.
It was an eerie piece and the perfect
accompaniment for my theme; the
binding agent in terms of inspiration
but also in terms of timing and
movement.
The Imagery
Based on the analysis ofmyself and
my imagery, and the characters and
illustrations that had transpired, I
began tying together the pieces into
a cohesive storyline. The influences
ofMaxfield Parrish, Fantasia, and
the underwater world remained
strong and I chose to keep the story
based on fantasy and imaginary
worlds. How to tie each character
and the imaginary landscapes to
gether became the focal point. Al
ways keeping inmind the technical
aspects of translating the story to the
computer, I let the story develop, in
corporating the characters and land
scapes where theymade sense in the
story.
One of the strongest influences at
this phase came from two paintings,
Garden of Allah and Daybreak, by
Maxfield Parrish. Daybreak was par
ticularly attractive for its sensual
mood, lighting, reflection technique,
and feeling of being in another
world. Garden of Allah was inspira
tional for its colossal, yet smooth
and sensuous, architecture. I thus
created an imaginary architectural
landscape ofmy own. (See
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illustration 7, p.28).
The landscape became a point from
which to begin and end; a fantasy
world where anything could happen
and become a reality. To this world I
introduced three characters from
one of the initial illustrations. This
not only brought life to this "world",
but led the viewer into another one.
I took these characters into a seem
ingly underwater, mysterious world
where they encountered and inter
acted with the other characters. This
world was electrical and magical
and created a mood consistent with
themusic.
The development of the story came
from the problem of the interaction
between these characters and a
chain of events thatwould eventual
ly reach some kind of conclusion.
This was an ongoing process with
the end of a particular segment or
event leading naturally to the next
segment, always consciously allow
ing the psychological factors and re
curring themes ofmywork to deter
mine the progression of events.
Translation to Computer Generated
Art
In keepingwith the premise of the
thesis, I had to combine object based
animation with pixel based artwork.
Because I had conducted small ex
periments and I was familiar with
the capabilities of the Genigraphics
system, I was prepared for this
translation ofmy drawings into
computer generated art. In fact, this
knowledge had a great affect on
how the drawings transpired. I
beganwith very simple line draw
ings to decide the composition and
the positions of the characters. (See
illustration 8, p.29).
Following the initial drawings, sto
ryboards were developed tomap
out the progression of events and
provide a detailed drawing to work
from. (A storyboard is a frame-by-
frame visualization of activity and is
a necessary pre-production step to
ensure the success of an animation.)
The storyboards I created not only
provided amethod formapping out
animation sequences but solidified
the imagery. (See illustration 9,
pp.30-33).
As the drawings and storyboards
developed into refined, detailed
drawings, I decided whether each
drawing, or part of a drawing,
would be object based or pixel
based. (See the next chapter: Inte
grating the Animation System with
the Paint System for a detailed ex
planation of object based and pixel
based artwork.) The object based al
lowed only the animation of objects,
or shapes, and areas of solid color.
The pixel based allowed a more
painterly effect with no division in
terms of shape or color except in
areas where pixels would actually
move. In cases such as this areas of
pixels would be treated like objects.
This was possible as long as the
pixel areas had clearly defined
edges. By consciously making these
decisions during the drawing pro
cess, I was able to move directly to
the computer and begin creating the
pieces.
Movement and Timing
Another important aspect of the
translation to the computer was the
movement and timing of the charac
ters and scenery. Itwas necessary to
do a study of each animated pixel
area in terms of its beginning posi
tion and ending position in order to
determine how itwould move
through space. This was accom
plished much like traditional anima
tion by the use of cells. Cells are in
cremental steps in amovement from
beginning to end, (i.e. an armmov
ing from a hanging position at the
hip to a horizontal position at the
shoulder). Alongwith the move
ment of each pixel area, the timing
also had to be determined, such as a
rapid movement, or a slow, flowing
movement, or a combination. If an
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area was to move rapidly, the incre
ments of the movement could be re
duced. However, if the area was to
move slowly, the increments had to
be numerous and spaced very close
ly together. (See illustration 10, p.34).
Timing for the characters was ac
complished this way while constant
ly being aware of the tempo and
mood of the music.
However, I did not attempt to syn
chronize themovement of the char
acters with the tempo of the music.
Itwas more important that their
movements make sense within the
story. This movement and timing
became a trial and error study at the
computer. It was necessary to test a
timing sequence for fluidity and rate
ofmovement because it is so diffi
cult to imagine in terms of specific
time. (Video moves at a rate of 30
frames per second.) Testing of tim
ing and movement was also neces
sary for object based artwork which
had to interact with the pixel based
areas and have fluidity in the se
quence. (See appendix A: Notation
ofMovement and Timing).
Completing the Story
The largest obstacle to creating the
animation was completing the story
line. I had taken the initial characters
from one world into a completely
different world where they interact
ed with other characters in a logical
progression of events. But, I had to
find a destiny for them thatwould
get them back to where they began:
within the architectural landscape.
At this point, I studied closely what
was going on in the story based on
the psychological analysis of myself
and my imagery. The setting had the
appearance of a dark, mysterious,
underwater world. The characters
and the path which they took had
very sexual undertones, including
reproduction. I decided to play on
this realization and conclude the
story based on that theme. This in
spired the title for the animation:
"Depth Conception".
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Integrating theAnimation System with thePaint System
As important as the conceptual, vi
sual basis of the animationwas the
technical foundation; not only the
animation of artwork or the creation
of it, but the combination of the two.
The following sections deal with
those technical aspects and how the
desired effect was achieved. The fol
lowing descriptions of how both
systems worked is a necessary pre
liminary discussion to the discussion
of the actual integration of objects
and pixels for the animation. It is in
tended to be a simplified description
of functionality to provide a basic
understanding.
by numeric location points that are
connected and filled with color.
(Illustration 11)
A computer drawing of objects is
called a keyframe. Keyframes are the
start frame (beginning position) and
the end frame (finish position) for an
action whereupon the computer cal
culates the intermediate steps. It is
necessary to use vector objects so
that these calculations can bemade
based on mathematical algorithms.
Animation System Functionality
The basic theory behind the Geni
graphics 100D+ animation software
is themovement or change of objects
using keyframes and instructions on
how those changes will take place.
Objects are vector artwork. They are
drawn and visualized on the screen
CreatingArtwork
Creating object based artwork is
quite simple when reduced to a few
simple rules: each object is made up
of vertices, or points, and there is a
hierarchical order of layering objects
from back to front. These objects, or
vectors, are resolution independent.
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They can be enlarged, reduced, or
changed without any loss of detail
since it is only a mathematical calcu
lation to change the points and re
draw the object. The objects are cre
ated using a variety of drawing
functions in conjunction with a
graphics drawing tablet. Objects can
bemanipulated, changed, and color
specified. The drawingmust pro
gress from back to front or objects
can be reordered after creation. In
addition, objects from different
drawings can be combined to form
new drawings.
AnimatingArtwork
Animating objects in a drawing is
based on the concept of keyframes.
Itmust be clearly defined prior to
animating the objects what the start
frame and the end frame will be.
This is established by a logical divi
sion ofmovements based on the ac
tivity in the story. In its simplest
form, an animated sequence is ac
complished by designating a start
frame and end frame, instructing a
function or activity for a particular
object or group of objects, and mak
ing an entry that describes that ac
tivity. This creates an animation
table - a storage area for entries spe
cific to a particular sequence.
In its more complicated form, an an
imation sequence can combine sev
eral functions and entries for more
complex, simultaneous activity.
Functions include such activities as
move, transform, color change, ro
tate, orbit, and inhibit. Entries con
tain information related to that ac
tivity such as time, rate, color
change, location, and on /off desig
nation. With the ability to combine
simplemovements to create compli
cated sequences, each entrymust be
clearlymapped out and tested prior
to committing it to videotape. (See
appendix A: Notation ofMovement
and Timing, and appendix B: Ani
mation Tables).
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Paint System Functionality
The basic theory behind the Geni
graphics 100D+ paint software is the
creation of pixel based, or raster, art
work bymeans of either drawing or
painting onto a canvas electronically,
or frame grabbing objects or pho
tographs with a video camera. Ras
termeans that each pixel thatmakes
up the computer canvas (a space in
computer memory) can be a differ
ent color.
(Illustration 12)
This method restricts the ability to
make changes to a painting since it
does not deal with mathematical
points as in vector artwork. Pixels
are resolution dependent and cannot
be sized ormoved easily. Changes
must bemade by painting over ex
isting pixels. Thus, the canvas
should be thought of and treated as
a traditional canvas where paint is
applied and manipulated by means
of color, various brush shapes and
sizes, and blends and washes. These
canvases can then be used in the ani
mation system bymaking panels
from them. Panels are rectangular
areas that look into the canvas,
much like a window. These panels
are seen as objects, and thus, subject
to animation functions.
CreatingArtwork
Creating artwork on the paint sys
tem is done one of two ways, or
through a combination of both.
Drawings can be made directly on
the canvas by using the graphics
drawing tablet, or images can be
frame grabbed, or copied, onto a
canvas with the video camera. There
are three canvases available at all
times so that experimentation, ma
nipulation such as cutting and past
ing, and a variety of drawings are
available during a working session.
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The canvas is treated like a tradition
al canvas where paint is applied and
manipulated with an electronic pen
and the tablet. A full range of colors
(up to 16 million are available) and
brush shapes and sizes are available
alongwith special functions such as
blend, wash, cut, and paste. Addi
tionally, a drawing on paper can be
laid on the tablet and traced with the
pen and then manipulated further
with the paint tools. The frame grab
function captures photographs,
drawings, and objects to a canvas
with a video camera. Experimenta
tion with color and enlargement or
reduction can be done prior to com
mitting the image to a canvas. Once
the image is on a canvas it is subject
to all painting functions and can be
used and manipulated as such.
AnimatingArtwork
Since pixel based artwork is seen as
containing thousands of elements,
complex animation of images cannot
be reduced to a simplemathematical
calculation of points as in object
based artwork. It is necessary to
break up the canvas into areas that
can be interpreted as objects and
thus animated. This is done by creat
ing panels that look into the canvas
or a portion of it. Panels are then
added to the display - a keyframe
drawing on the animation system -
where they are seen as objects. The
panels must be rectangular. Howev
er, there can be several panels origi
nating from one or all of the three
available canvases. This limitation to
rectangular shapes can pose prob
lems when unwanted areas of the
canvas show through the rectangle.
In this case, a special color is speci
fied as being transparent. This color
is called chromakey and is seen as
solid until laid over another object
where it becomes transparent, allow
ing the object underneath to show
through. This function is very bene
ficial when creating odd shapes that
will be animated over a scene or
other objects.
Once the panels are added to the
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display they are seen as objects and
can be animated. However, several
limitations are inherent. Since there
are only three canvases, all panels
within an animated sequencemust
originate from them, not from any
canvases saved on a removable stor
age media. This is important for the
division of animation sequences and
must be planned prior to animating
the artwork. Other limitations are
the animation functions that can be
applied to a panel. Since a panel is
only a window of a canvas, itmust
maintain its origin and can be sub
ject only to such functions as move,
size, orbit, and inhibit. This provides
a wide range of possibilities but still
does not allow for the actual or illu-
sionary animation of individual pix
els - pixels of a drawing that in
themselves change shape or color.
This dilemma is the crux of the prob
lem and, also, of course, the premise
for the thesis.
Integrating theAnimation System
and thePaint System
Once the preliminary drawings and
storyboards for the major scenes of
the animation had been developed,
it was easy to distinguish whether
they required object based artwork
or pixel based artwork. This distinc
tionwas based not only on the re
sults I wanted to achieve, but also on
which elements lent themselves well
to object based or pixel based art
work in terms of visual perception
and required animated movement.
As seen in the previous sections,
much of the functionality necessary
for animating object based artwork
with pixel based artwork is built
into the Genigraphics software. This
form of pixel animation is very sim
ple and easily accomplished. How
ever, my desire was to portray the il
lusion of an animated painting; a
paintingwhere the individual pixels
seemed to change and move; a
painting that did not seem static
over time and space but changed in
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and of itself.
CreatingArtwork
During the creation of artwork for
the animation the capabilities of the
object based system and the pixel
based system were fully utilized. I
took every opportunity to combine
objects and pixels as much as possi
ble. This is most strongly illustrated
in the beginning and ending archi
tectural scene. However, the limita
tions for animating pixels required
the use of a traditional animation
technique called cell animation. In
order to make the pixel based char
acters look as though they them
selves were changing and moving
through space and time, it was nec
essary to create cells, or incremental
steps, for each movement they
made. This movement, however, did
not include changes in size or posi
tionwithin the scene. Those activi
ties could be achieved through basic
animation functions. This animation
technique was accomplished by first
mapping out the cells on tracing
paper. Using simple outlines, or wire
frames, a beginning position and an
ending position were drawn and
laid on top of one another. Then, be
ginningwith themiddle increment,
each step was drawn in between, all
in register of each other. This was
done for each character and each dif
ferentmovement that itmade. (See
illustration 13, p.35).
After completing the wire frame
cells on tracing paper, they were
drawn onto the canvases of the paint
system. To insure proper registration
and consistency, each cell was taped
onto the computer tablet in register
and traced with the electronic pen.
Once on the canvas, each cell could
be moved to a new position so that
the next cell could be traced. After
completing the tracing process, each
cell had to be painted with color that
was not only consistent throughout
the movement but showed subtle
changes in light and shape. Because
of the limitation to three canvases,
each canvas was filled with the same
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character in varying degrees of
movement and then divided into
panels. Some animation sequences
involved several pixel based charac
ters who had to be contained within
only the three canvases. This re
quired careful planning prior to cre
ating animation sequences.
AnimatingArtwork
Animating pixels and objects be
came an exercise in executing com
plex activities with the available
functions and known limitations of
the system. However, animating the
cells to achieve the desired effect be
came a precise and carefully calcu
lated method of using and, at the
same time, fooling the system and
the audience.
For each sequence of a characters'
activity, the cells that constituted its
movement had to be made first into
separate panels for each cell on a
canvas and then added to the dis
play in register on the animation
system. In order to make the charac
ter appear to be changing and mov
ing, each cell had to be turned on
and off sequentially. The inhibit
function was used to do this. With
careful calculation, the inhibit func
tion would turn each cell on and
then off for a certain amount of time
and cycle through repeatedly. By
limiting the amount of time for
"on"
to a second or two for each cell, the
pixels looked as though they
changed. In addition to the inhibit
cycle function, other animation func
tions such as move or orbit, were ap
plied to the group of cells to make
them move through a scene or
change size simultaneously with the
change in themselves. Through pre
cise calculation thismethod achiev
ed the desired effect. (See appendix
A: Notation ofMovement and Tim
ing, and appendix B: Animation Ta
bles).
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Conclusion
The final thesis animation culminat
ed in a series of images that not only
reflect the actual work for the ani
mation but the influential work that
led to its inception. The work that
began as paintings of seashells de
veloped, step by step, to incorporate
landscapes and characters. Tech
nique and personal expression also
developed and transferred well to
the computer medium. This was a
parallel form of expression for me
with only slight differences in tech
nique. The computer presented fur
ther possibilities with the animation
capabilities. The ability to not only
create a painting but to animate it
was an enticing prospect. All the ele
ments that were present inmy work
- underwater themes, imaginary
landscapes and worlds, characters -
converged with the use of the com
puter. Itwas a perfectmedium for
combining those elements into a
meaningful body ofwork.
Combining the documented capabil
ities of the animation system and the
paint system with the new technique
of cell animation proved to be a
complicated and different but re
wardingmethod. The technique of
cell animation was carefullymapped
out and executed to ensure the suc
cess of each
characters'
movement.
Careful attention was paid to the
creation of each cell for consistency
and smoothness of movement.
Equally difficultwas combining not
only object based artwork and pixel
based artwork but creating complex
animation activities incorporating
the two. Combining the two kinds of
artwork required thoughtful plan
ning in terms of layering, chro-
makey implementation, and origins
of the artwork. Animating the art
work required that the functions,
which operated on the artwork, be
carefully charted to ensure fluidity
in terms ofmovement and timing.
The careful study and the imple
mentation of new techniques result
ed in the ability to create the illusion
of animated pixels. Although the
pixels did notmove and change in
and of themselves, this process pro
vided a means to create that illusion.
19
My desire to create an animation
within a traditionally object based
medium that had the appearance of
a pixel based paintingwas fulfilled.
What resulted was a cohesive story
that incorporated images, themes,
and psychological factors related to
my work. It produced an animation
that answers the technical premise
of the thesis: to create an animated
electronic painting.
20
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AppendixA: Notation ofMovement and Timing
The following pages are notations
and diagrams for the major anima
tion scenes. They were mapped out
to calculate timing and movement
for the characters and scenery
changes prior to entering animation
sequences into the computer . They
also served as a plan to follow while
making those entries.
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Appendix B:Animation Tables
The following pages are animation
tables that were printed out after all
the entries for a sequence were input
into the computer. They show the
type of animation activity and the
frames in which the activity takes
place, as well as other pertinent in
formation. Some of the old tables are
included to show that success did
not always happen at first. Also in
cluded in the first two pages is an
explanation of animation tables from
the Genigraphics manual.
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Previewing & Recording
The Animation Table: TBLDMP
ANIMATION TABLE
25-JAN 83
o o
O GROUP SIZE OBJS ANGLE
2 34 6 0.0
36 24 1 0.0
O ENTRY *TYPE o o
O START Q FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE PTS GROUP REVS
1 ORBIT
1 217 54 0 216 1 0 2 3.0
2 TRANSFORM
1 217 2558 0 216 7 0 2
5 FRAME
218 274 54 0 56 1
6 FRAME
218 274 70 0 56 2
9 MOVE
274 338 174 0 64 9 0 36
8 MOVE
274 338 174 0 64 9 0 36
10 INHIBIT
1 217 54 10 217 1 0 2
;1& GROUPm
is an arbitrary label assigned to the objects that have
been animated. (A group #1 will never appear. Group 1 is
reserved for the frame counter.)
^ SIZE^?
S- #OBJSfM>
indicates the number of BYTES the artwork requires for
storage.
specifies the number of objects affected by a particular
function.
># ENTRY^ft
5 TYPE
is not displayed in numerical order, but according to
group #.
defines the function type associated with the entry
number.
6-: STARTS
indicates the number of the START FRAME for the defin
ed function.
'7% FINISH^
indicates the number of the FINISH FRAME for the defin
ed function.
9-1 CYCLES?
indicates the number of BYTES that the function requires
for storage.
indicates the number of frames in the cycle of the IN
HIBIT function.
Previewing & Recording
TBLDMP (continued)
10 ACTIVE
11 #PTS
13 GROUP#
14 #REVS
indicates the number of ACTIVE FRAMES utilized by the
entry.
displays the number of timing posts associated with the
entry (each entry has at least one).
not currently used.
is a label assigned to the animated objects.
indicates the number of revolutions to be executed by an
ORBIT or ROTATE entry.
page i nOO^ -^CK\e&\ CsAujm^I di<&\
ANIMATION TABLE -\txAJL \ 3CUUUL IO Vf-WX-K^uS I - ^^o
22-APR-87 '
' l
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
2 300 139 0.0
302 138 58 0.0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS GROUP #RE0S
RGB COLOR
90 1184 0 89 1
RGB COLOR
90 240 392 0 150 11 0 301
PAGE 2
ANIMATION TABLE
22-APR-87
ANIMATION TABLE IS EMPTY
PAGE 3
ANIMATION TABLE
22-APR--87
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANG
2 294 136 0 . 0
296 158 68 0 . 0
454 34 6 0 . 0
488 36 7 0 . 0
524 38 8 0 . 0
562 46 12 0 . 0
60S 26 2 0 . 0
634 26 2 0 . 0
660 26 2 0 . 0
686 26 2 0 . 0
712 26 o 0 . 0
738 26 2 0 . 0
764 46 12 0 . 0
BIO 26 2 0 . 0
836 26 2 0 . 0
862 26 2 0 . 0
BBS 26
" 0 . 0
914 26 2 0 . 0
940 26 2 0 . 0
966 46 12 0 . 0
1 ("I 1 7 ?/-. V 0 ("i
yv
^2c
V2o
"70
S/0-
1038 26 2 0 . 0
1064 26 2 0 . 0
1090 26 2 0 . 0
1116 26 2 0. 0
1142 26 2 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCI
A RGB COLOR90 1114 0
yy> RGB COLOR240 392 0
VI 80
RGB COLOR
210 120 0
/5 RGB COLOR
210 134 0
/4
V 130
TRANSFORM
210 318
/6
V 240
MOUE
270 46 0
V240
INHIBIT
270 22 30
v245
INHIBIT
270 22 30
/9
^ 250
INHIBIT
270 22 30
AO
v 255
INHIBIT
270 22 30
V 260
INHIBIT
270 22 30
41, INHIBIT270 22 30
/13
^270
HOME
300 46 0
Z14
V270
INHIBIT
300 22 30
,15
v 275
INHIBIT
300 22 30
/16
^280
INHIBIT
300 22 30
/17 INHIBIT
V 285 300 22 30
/IS
v 290
INHIBIT
300 22 30
/19
V295
INHIBIT
300 _ 22 30
720
V30 0
TRANSFORM
330 530 0
/21
V 300
INHIBIT
330 22 30
V 305
INHIBIT
330 22 30
I23
\l 310
INHIBIT
330 22 30
y 315
INHIBIT
330 22 30
/25 INHIBIT
\/ 320 330 22 30
/26 INHIBIT
V325 330 22 30
SCtuy $ l d^h'd. / 6iX)
ACTIVE #PTS
89 1
150 11
30 1
30 1
30 1
30 1
5
5
30
5
5
JO
5
5
U
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
GROUP #REMS
296
454
488
524
562
608
634
660
686
712
738
764
810
836
862
88 8
914
940
966
1012
1038
1064
1090
1116
1142
ANIMATION TABLE
1 l-JUN-86
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
-kmL<
2 300 139 0 . 0
1
302 158 68 0 .0
460 300 139 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #
i RGB COLOR
1 210 1184 0 209 l
2 RGB COLOR
210 420 360 0 210 9
^ouj> 4 | Column!- dJ% $ I
GROUP #REVS
PAGE 2
ANIMATION TABLE
1 l-JUN-86
ANIMATION TABLE IE IMP TV
PAGE 3
ANIMATION TABLE
ll-JUN-86
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
2 34 6 0 . 0
36 36 / 0 . 0
/ 2 38 8 0 . 0
110 46 12 0 . 0
156 26 '? 0 . 0
182 26 2. 0 . 0
20S 26 2 0 . 0
234 26 2_ 0 . 0
260 26 ? 0 . 0
2S6 26 -y 0 . 0
312 46 i 2 0 . 0
358 26 2 0 . 0
384 26 2 0 . 0
410 26 2 0 . 0
436 26
'-t 0 . 0
462 26 2 0 . 0
488 26
t> 0 . 0
514 46 12 0 . 0
560 26 2 0 . 0
586 26 2 0 . 0
612 26 2 0 . 0
664
716 294 136 0 . 0
1010 138 58 0 . 0
1148 294 136 0 . 0
5^fl^/ Cfftf'd jOLbl
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS GROUP *REVS
3 RGB COLOR
360 390 120 0 30 1 0 2
5 RGB COLOR
360 390 134 0 30 1 0 36
4 TRANSFORM
360 390 3J_S 0_ 30 1 0 72
30 1 0 110
5 0 0 156
5 0 0 182
5 0 0 208
5 0 0 234
5 0 0 260
5 0 0 286
30 1 0 312
5 0 0 358
5 0 0 384
5 0 0 4 1 0
5 0 0 436
5 0 0 462
5 0 0 488
30 1 0 514
5 0 0 560
5 0 0 586
"
6 MOVE
420 . 450 46 0
77 INHIBIT
/420
J B
-5H-0 4*5> "? *"? 30
INHIBIT
425
9
v 430
^ecrW^o " "? 30
INHIBIT
54*-^ T'O 30
Ao INHIBIT
V435 +6^
O"
30
V 440
INHIBIT
_54-0 >~f^O
T> O 3 0
/12
V 445
INHIBIT
+tf 45D T> r* 30
J?-
45i>
MOVE
4 BO 46 0
V 4dO
INHIBIT
Hrtr^% 22 30
/15 INHIBIT
V455
/16
J 460
54-OWto 22 30
INHIBIT
54r0- tfvX> 22 30
A 7
V465
INHIBIT
54-0-^^ iL i- 30
/IB INHIBIT
7 470 JttrHKO 22 30
A9
^ 475
INHIBIT
5-nx ^Sb r- "!> 30
20 TRANSFORM
480 510 530 0
21 INHIBIT
480 510 22 30
o -? INHIBIT
485 5 1 0 22 30
23 INHIBIT
490 510 22 30
24 INHIBIT
495 5 1 0 22 30
25 INHIBIT
500 5 1 0 22 30
26 INHIBIT
505 510 22 30
RGB COLOR
1 210 1114 0 209
2 RGB COLOR
210 420 360 0 ^10
0 638
0 664
0 690
0 716
o i 0 1 0
^Cctncl Column I M^r^l
PAGE
ANIMATION TABLE
13-JUN-
-86
GRDUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
2 300 139 0 . 0
302 158 68 0.0
460 300 139 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #
1. RGB COLOR
1 210 1184 0 209 1
r;> RGB COLOR
2 1 0 420 360 0 2 1 0 9
PTS GROUP #REVS
302
<3CW\ Ccri'd 'tauumM dKt&lANIMATION TABLE
13-JUN-86
ANIMATION TABLE IS
EMP"
PAGE 3
ifu: soim ib,
j p^^ ,_ giQ
ANIMATION TABLE
13-JUN-
-36
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
2 34 6 0 . 0
36 36 7 0 . 0
~7'? 38 8 0 . 0
1 1 0 26 2 0 . 0
136 26 2 0 . 0
162 26 ^? 0 . 0
IBB 26 2 0 . 0
214 26 o 0 . 0
240 26 2 0 . 0
266 26 ^ 0 . 0
292 26 2 0 . 0
318 26 7 0 n 0
344 26 2 0 . 0
370 26 2 0 . 0
396 26 Z 0 . 0
422 46 12 0 . 0
468 ~? L. 2 0 . 0
494 26 2 0 . 0
520 26 ^> 0 . 0
546 26 2 0 . 0
572 26 2 0 . 0
596 jL.'_J 2 0 . 0
62 4 294 136 0 . 0
918 138 en 0 . 0
1056 294 136 0 . 0
1350 38 8 0 0
1388 46 12 0 . 0
1434 46 12 0 . 0
i 480 40 9 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE AC
3 RGB COLOR
360 390 120 o 30
5 RGB COLOR
360 ~, 9 o 134 0 30
4 TRANSFORM
360 390 318 0 30
-7 INHIB IT
420 450 22 30 5
3 INHIB T T
425 450 2 2 30 5
''7 INHIb
*
T
430
i 0
450
I N H I B
~ ~r
22 30 3
TIVE #PTS GROUP #REVS
72
110
136
11 INHIBIT
440 450 22 30
12 INHIBIT
445 450 22 30
14 INHIBIT
450 480 2 2 30
15 INHIBIT
455 480 O O 30
16 INHIBIT
460 480 *?n 30
17 INHIBIT
465 480 it 30
18 INHIBIT
470 480 n^ 30
19 INHIBIT
475 480 22 30
20 TRANSFORM
480 510 530 0
21 INHIBIT
480 510 "? T1 30
22 INHIBIT
485 510 t> i-? 30
23 INHIBIT
490 510 2^ 30
24 INHIBIT
495 510 30
25 INHIBIT
500 510 ^l2 30
26 INHIBIT
505 510 30
1 RGB COLOR
1 210 1114 0
2 RGB COLOR
2 1 0 420 360 0
6 MOVE
420 450 46 0
13 MOVE
450 480 46 0
5 0
5 0 0
5
214
.92
0 318
5 0 0 344
5 0 0 370
5 0 0 396
30 i o 422
5 0 0 468
5 0 0 494
5 0 0 520
5 0 0 546
5 0 0 572
5 0 0 598
209 1 0 624
210 9 0 918
30 1 0 1383
30 1 0 1434
~5ccv\. I Ccrvtfd
5 0 0 240
5 o o 266 Column
dr^&i
lOtf w&
PAGE 1
ANIMATION TABLE
30-APR-87
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS
_ 24 1
ENTRY*
START
TYPE
FINISH SIZE
1
1
TRANSFORM
90 100
ANGLE
CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS
89
T>-5<# [
GROUP #REVS
PAGE
tfP.V i6
1 z>
ANIMATION TABLE
30-APR-
-87
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
^3 54 16 0 . 0
56 32 5 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS
1 TRANSFORM
1 165 13426 0 164 1
2 RGB COLOR
a. 30 106 0 OQ 1
GROUP #REVS
56
*bc-ev\e #2-
CcY^'d
PAGE 3
ANIMATION TABLE
30-APR-87
C&l(JYVU/\ [a^Dj
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
62 20 o . o
64 62 20 0.0
126 62 20 0.0
188 34 6 0 . 0
34 6 0 . 0
256 34 6 0.0
290 34 6 0 . 0
324 34 6 0 . 0
358 34 6 0 . 0
392 34 6 0 . 0
426 34 6 o . o
460 34 6 o . o
494 34 6 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS GROUP #REVS
1 MOVE
1 165 78 0 164 3 0 -,
2 MOVE
1 165 110 0 164 5 0 r.
3 MOVE
1 165 7B 0 164 3 0 64
4 MOVE
1 165 1 10 0 164 5 0 64
5 MOVE
1 165 78 0 164 3 0 126
6 MOVE
1 1 A,H -110 0 164 5 o 126
7 INHIBIT
1 165 T* O 55 5 0 0 188
8 INHIBIT
5 165 Tn -,=., 5 0 0 222'
9
^,1 0
INHIBIT
165 22 55 10J 0 0 256
10 INHIBIT
20 165 22 55 5 o 0 290
11 INHIBIT
25 165 o o 55 5 0 0 324
12 INHIBIT
30 165 '7*? 55 5 o 0 358
13 INHIBIT
35 165 22 55 5 0 0 392
14 INHIBIT
40 165 22 55 5 0 0 426
15 INHIBIT
45 165 o o 55 5 0 0 460
16 INHIBIT
50 165 22 55 5 0 0 494
PAGE 1
ANIMATION TABLE
13-JUN-86
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
2 24 l o.O
PWTUVa TVPtr
START FINISH SIZE :YCLE ACTIVE #PTS GRGUP #REVS
1 TRANSFORM
1 90 100 89
*ocenc2- Covri'd Column Z- Ai^l \
PAGE 2
ANIMATION TABLE
13-JUN-86
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
*? 54 16 0 0
56 32 5 0 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINI SH SIZE C1 'C
1 TRANSFORM
1 165 13426 0
2 RGB COLOR
i 30 106 0
CY LE ACTIVE #PTS
164
29
GROUP *REVS
56
PAGE 3
ANIMATION TABLE
13-JUN-86
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
2 62 20 3 . 0
64 62 20 3 . 0
126 62 20 3 . 0
188 34 6 3 . 0
22 iL 34 6 3 . 0
256 34 6 3 . 0
290 34 6 3 . 0
324 34 6 3 . 0
358 34 6 3 . 0
392 34 6 3.0
426 34 6 3.0
460 34 6 3 . 0
494 34 6 3 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINIf SIZE i'CLE ACTIVE #FTb>
GROUP #REVS
MOVE
165
MOVE
78 164
1 '-. a
3 MOVE
-
-
...
1
4
165
MOVE
78 0 164 3 0 64
5
1
6
165
MOVE
165
MOVE
110
78
0
0
164
164 3
0
0
64
126
1 165 110 0 164 5 0 126 ?1/y INHIBIT0
8
165
INHIBIT
22 55 5 0 0 188
5 165 55 H 0 o O?'?
9 INHIBIT
---
-
10
10
165
INHIBIT
2? 55 10 0 0 256 J**
20 165 55 0 o 29011 INHIBIT
25 165 22 55 c: 0 0 324
12 INHIBIT
30
13
165
INHIBIT
C7 55 5 0 0 358 "bCtncT- Cori'd
35 165 22 55 <=; 0 0 392
14
40
INHIBIT
165 o ^ 55 5 0 o 426
Co\<jvn^~2
15 INHIBIT
45 165 22 55 5 0 0 460 dfrl #1
16 INHIBIT
50 165 oo 55 5 0 0 494
PAGE 2
ANIMATION TABLE
l-MAY-87
GROUP* SIZE
42
#OBJS
10
ANGLE
0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE
7! ROTATE165 5830
RGB COLOR
150 272
CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS
0 164 2
0 149 7
GROUP #REVS
0 i-y 0 . 0
0 2
PAGE 3
ANIMATION TABLE
l-MAY-37
GROUP* SIZE
64
126
188
"->T->
256
290
324
358
392
426
460
494
62
62
62
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
#0BJ3
20
20
20
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
ANGLE
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.0
n
-A-
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE
#PTS GROUP #REVS
1 MOVE
1 90 78
2 MOVE 1
1 90
_i y| 110
3 MOVE] /)
1 1 fP ft *78
4 \ 140VE
1 V 90 110
5 MOVE
1 90 78
6 MOVE
i 90 1 10
7 INHIBIT
1 165
J?r5
H TMH TR TT
89
89
89
89
89
39
3
5
3
0
0
64
64
126
126
188
9
10
10
INHIBIT
165
INHIBIT
22]^
03 5
10
0
0
0
0 256
20
_L65______
^T' | 55 5 0 0
11 INHIBIT
290
25
12
165
INHIBIT
r?'~> 55 5 0 0 324
30
13
165
INHIBIT
22 55 5 0 0 358
35
14
165
INHIBIT
22 55 5 0 0 392
40
15
165
INHIBIT
2? 55 5 0 0 426
45'
16
165
INHIBIT
2*? 55 5 0 0 460
50 165 22 - 55 5 0 0 494.
17 TRANSFORM /-)
90,
18
165
flTRAMSfri.
834/ 0 75 1 0 0
90
19
y(ll#WEF3V
TRANSFORM
0 75 1 0 64
90 165 834 0 75 1 0 126
Co\\JYV\Y\ 3
SCU 3
ubiuumn 3 &P9L& I
-%M : 5CJLM. (3 |Ur5U'WL& G7S"-
cf('5~
UffaMJU? \~2-yo
PAGE 1
ANIMATION TABLE
12-JUN-86
ANIMATION TABLE IS EMPTY
PAGE 2
ANIMATION TABLE
12-JUN-86
GROUP* SIZE #0BJ3 ANGLE
44
42
24
lu
1
0 . 0
0.0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE
1 ROTATE
1 ^^^-{O 5B30 0
2 RGB COLOR
1 165 50 0
3 FRAME
165 240 70 0
ACTIVE #PTS
164 2
164 1
75 2
GROUP #REVS
5.0
44
5~
PAGE
ANIMATION TABLE
12-JUN--86
GROUP* SIZE *OBJS ANG
o 34 6 0 . 0
36 34 6 0.0
70 34 6 0 . 0
104 34 6 0 . 0
133 34 6 0 . 0
172 34 6 0.0
206 34 A 0 . 0
240 34 6 0 . 0
.-"74 3 4 o o . o
308 34 6 0 . 0
342
404
62
62
20
20
0 . 0
0 . 0
^cme 5 Cort'd Ca\<jvyw\
466 62 20 0 . 0
528 142 60 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS GRO
7 INHIBIT
0 165 22 55 5 0 0 28 INHIBIT
5 165 rJr? 55 5 0 0 369 INHIBIT
10 165 22 55 10 0 0 70
10 INHIBIT
20 165 e?r7 55 5 0 o 104
11 INHIBIT
25 165 22 55 5 0 0 138
12 INHIBIT
30 165 22 55 5 0 o 172
13 INHIBIT
35 165 *?'? 55 C 0 0 206
14 INHIBIT
40 165 22 55 5 o 0 240
15 INHIBIT
45 165 22 55 5 0 0 274
16 INHIBIT
50 16jL_ oo 55 5 0 0 308
1 MOVE
1 90 78 0 89 3 0 342
jL. MOVE
1 90 110 0 89 5 o 342
3 MOVE
1 90 78 0 89 3 0 404
4 MOVE
1 90 110 0 89 5 0 404
5 MOVE
1 90 78 0 89 3 0 466
6 MOVE
1 90 110 0 89 5 0 466
17 TRANSFORM
90 165 2354 0 75 1 0 528
ckt^lrt I
#REVS
1\
%
io\
III
III*
IU
/Its
iV
IW
iH]
1%
19
fifl
PAGE 1
ANIMATION TABLE
5-0CT-87
GRQUP# SIZE #OBJ5 ANGLE
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS GROUP #REVE
INHIBIT
300 22 40 20 0 0 L
3AG
AN IMAT I ON TAb_ t
;5-DCT- 87
GROuP* SIZE *0BJ3 AiV'G
o i02 40 0 . 0
104 38 3
142 J d 3 0 . 0
180 38 \_j 0 . 0
218 \J <D o 0 . 0
256 36 5 0 -- 0
ENTRY* TY = E
START FINIS- 3 IZE CYl.
T ift A ' v1 3 FOi?!v'
t
"?' "7 '"i i-^qji o
ji. / v '_. ^_
inhie :
270 2
I N r; i b
ACTIVE #PT5 G^OUF #RE
30 2 70
4 INHIBIT
35 27 0
5 INHIBIT
40 270
6 INHIBIT
45 270 D 0 256
^bc^^fs Cot&A
PAGE 3
ANIMATION TABLE
5--0CT-87
GKOUP* SIZE #0BJ3 ANGLE
2 104 41 0 . 0
106 38 S 0 . 0
144 38 8 0 . 0
182 38 8 0 . 0
220 38 8 0 . 0
258 38 8 0 . 0
296 24 1 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCi
I TRANSFORM
i 270 634b 0
2 INHIBIT
0 270 22 50
3 INHIBIT
5 270 22 50
4 INHIBIT
5
270
INHIBIT
22 50
I 5 2 70 22 50
6 INHIBIT
20
7
270
INHIBIT
22 50
1 3 130 22 300
ACTIVE #PTE
I'69
GROUP sREVS
106
144
132
220
253
296
O'Wui
kHJ-oiA
fctod-0i6>
(ti^ti
; ^sct/u^
/ fnsuvtai 0- i3% -h^^-
PAGE 1
ANIMATION TABi.E
:t9-0CT-87
ANIMATION TABLE IS EMPTv
:AGE 2
A.N I MAT ION TABlE
19 -OCT -87
"ROUP* SIZE #0BJS A N I
2 24 ;, 0 . '
26 24 1 0 . c
50 24 i 0 . (
E N T R Y * TYPE
START
i
FINISH
INHIBIT
SIZE CYC
i 70 370 22 20C
2 INHIBIT
O O i'\ 370 22 15C
3 INHIBIT
71 ' 370 ~^~> i o ;
ACTIVE #PTS GROUP **REV
-.NIMATION : AblE
i c, _ g ot _ = 7
GROUP* SIZE #0BJS
62
26
26
26
2<J
218 26 2
244
270 26 2
296 26 2
o 7 -y 26 2
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZ
1 FRAME
0 60 54
o TRANSFORM
61 140 100
3 INHIBIT
0 370 22
4 MOVE
141 170 46
5 MOVE
171 220 78
6 TRANSFORM
171 220 834
7 MOVE
221 270 78
8 TRANSFORM
221 270 834
9 MOVE
271 290 46
10 TRANSFORM
290 291 100
11 TRANSFORM
291 350 100
13 INHIBIT
291 22
14 INHIBIT
145 29 i 22
I 5 INHIBIT
150 291 22
16 INHIBIT
155 291 22
17 INHIE
:~
160 291 22
18 INHIBIT
165 291 22
19 INHIBIT
170 291 22
20 INHIBIT
175 291 22
21 INHIBIT
180 291 22
o INHIBIT
185 291 22
I 2 TRANSFORM
350 370 100
23 FRAME
370 390 54
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0. 0
CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS GRGL- #REVS
60 j
79 1
145 0
29 1
49 3
49 1
49 vJ
49 1
19
-t
59
I
1
30 5
50 5
50 5
26
2.6
26
26
. L <+
0 0 140
50 5 0 0 16t
50 5 0 0 192
50 5 0 0 218
50 5 0 0 24 4
50 5 0 0 270
50 3 0 0 296
<SCUjl 7
PAGE 1
ANIMATION TABLE
2-N0V-87
ANIMATION TABLE IS EMPTY 6fT>~r^uH~)
-A 3o firzuu-e (-old
PAGE 2. /&6
2-N0V-87
ANIMATION TABLE IS Ef!P~Y
PAGE
ANIMATION TAB_:
2--N0V-87
GROUP* SIZE #Cb j3 ANG
2 24 [ 0 . 0
2 6 2 -1 1 0.0
ENTRY* lYPE
-r,--T
.--,.-
START FINISH SIZE C'-'CLE ACTIVE #PTS GROUP
ffKtV:
FRAME
1 10 54
2 TRANE-ORM
1 X 100 1 0
3 TRANS- ORM
4C> 130 10
4 TRAK;-T0Rh
7p 160 10
5 FRAME
50 1 A 0 5 4
>0
ANIMATION TABLE Ja
'Stfb
ANIMATI ON TABlE
3-NOV -87
GROUP* SIZE
2 26
28 26
34 26
80 7 .n
106 26
132 26
158 26
\B4 26
210 26
23 6 26
262 2 6
7Qp 26
314 26
ENTRY* TYPE
START F I N I '. :1
1 INr< IB IT
0 44
2 INHIBIT
4 44
3 INHIE-
8 44
4 INHIBIT
1 2 44
S INHIB I T
1 6 44
fT 1'vr. IE IT
20 44
7 INHIB IT
ffOb'jS ANGL
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
2 0 . 0
bIZh UYLLE
44
44
44
44
44
4 4
4 4
%,
$
3 2
11
44 o o 44- 4
INH [3 IT
44
- o 44 4
INHIBIT
44 22 4 4 2
INHIBIT
44 22 4 4. 2
INHIBIT
44 22 44 -
INHIBIT
44 o o ^4 L-
PAGE 2
ANIMATION TABLE
3-N0V-87
GROUP* SIZE #0BJ3 ANGLE
2 246 112 0.0
ENTRY w
184
2 1 0
262
288
314
*5ocv\z 7A CcY\4ld dF^#y
FINISH 6 lit CYCLE AC ; IVt *HTS GRI
RGB COLOR
74 S20 0 30 0 2
PAGE 3
ANIMATION TABLE
3 -NOV -8 7
GROUP* SIZE #0B.j3 ANGLE
2 24 i 0.0
ENTRV# TYPE
START FINISH SIZE C'C^E ACTIVE *PTS UW0UP *Ri
i TRANSFORM
44 74 130 0 20 1 - 3
PAG
ANIMATION TABlE
27-0CT-87
ANIMATION TABLE IS EMPTY
PAGE 2
ANIMATION TABLE
27-0CT-87
ANIMATION TABlE IS EMPTY
ANIMATION TABLE
27-0CT-37
GROUP* SIZE #OEjS ANGLE
2 26 2 0 . 0
28 26 2 0.0
54 34 6 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS GROUP *REVS
i INHIBIT
10 120 32 20 10 0 0 2.
2 INH II
I"."
30 120' 22 40 : - 0 0 2 b
3 TRA;\_2- IR"
1 120
'
318 0 119 2 0 34
,
^ q, llo
LpO V 1o
PAGE -1
ANIMATION TABLE
27-00 1-87
ANIMATION TABLE IS
AN I M A T 1 0 N TA '-'
27-0CT-87
ANIMATION TABl
ANIMATION TAB:_E
27-0CT-B7
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGL
*-- 26 c 0 . 0
28 26 2 0.0
54 34 6 0.0
AC'rIvt #PTB GROuP *REvS
INHIBIT
180 22 20 10
INH ; B IT
180 22 4 0 20
TRANSFORM
180 31 S 0 179
PAGE :
ANIMATION TABLE
23-0CT-87
ANIMATION TABLE IS EMPTY
PAGE ;
ANIMATION TABLE
23-0CT-S7
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS ANGL.
2 41 1 i 0.0
-NTRY F? TY ? 7
3TAR F I N I F H SIZE
165
i ROTATE
7 0
i ? 4 0 : 3 30
RGB CJl.OR
240 190
PAGE Z
ANIMATION TABLE
Z3-0CT-S7
T W .1 I J 1. SIZE #OBJS ANGLE
J 6
62
b. N T R Y #
IRANSrURM
INHIBIT
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
239
uK l J -" ff K _ >,
ACTIVE #P ! S #Rt:
J6
PAGE 1
ANIMATION TABLE
23-0CT-87
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS
2 24 1
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE
1 TRANSFORM
1 90 100
ANGLE
0.0
CYCLE ACTIVE #PTS
0 89 1
GROUP #REVS
PAGE
ANIMAT
23-0CT-
I UN TABL
-87
E
GROUP* SIZE #OBJS
56
54
32
16
ENTRY*
START
TYPE
FINISH _ I __._,
1 TRANSF:
165
RGB CO!
OR
_C
:M
13426
IR
1 3 0 1 06
ANGLE
0 . 0
CY'LLt ACTIvE frP
164
29
GROUP #R_>
56
r-AGt _
AN
IMA"
ION tABL
GROUP* S] ^OBJS
ENTRY
START
'# TYP
FINISH SIZE
1"
10
20
INHIBIT
J** (&a 22
INHIBIT
(fe 22 40
TIv'E #PTS GRGuP #REVS
^o^^l{ c^a C^A dL^tii
page i otujL^f-^ OdLiA- dist &\
ANIMAT
26-OCT'
ION TABL
-87
E
4<2-
GROUP* SIZE *OBJS ANGLE
2
302
460
760
300
158
300
282
139
68
139
130
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH C; T7C CYCLE
i RGB COt-OR
1 210 H84
RGB COLOR
0
210 420 360 0
*W*J : ttut-if ; \jfdJwu> 4&pj>1r2-
ACTIVE #PTS
209 l
210 9
GROUP #REVS
302
^NIMATIDN TABLE IS EMPTY (AjM \W^
f^UAMS
AN IMA . ion TABLE
26-0CT-87
H^5 - H7^
'AGE 3
ANIMAT ION TABLE
;6-ncr--87
S^-^ie # 12-
GROUPw SIZE *OBJS ANGLE
cwk'A
2. 34 6 0 . 0
36 36 "7 0 . 0
jr-, 38 O 0 . 0
1 1 0 294 136 0 . 0
404 138 58 0 . 0
542 294 136 0 . 0
836 38 8 0 . 0
874 40 9 0 . 0
914 36 7 0 . 0
950 34 6 0 . 0
984 26 2 0 . 0
1 0 1 0 26 2 0 . 0
1036 34 6 0 . 0
107 7 282 130 0 . 0
1352 158 68 0 . 0
ENTRY* TYPE
START FINISH SIZE CYCLE ACT I VE #PTS
3 RGB COLOR
360 390 120 0 30 1 o
5 RGB COLOR
360 390 i _4 0 _ 0 1 0
4 TRANSFORM
7 . c< 390 318 0 30 . 1 Q
1 RGB COLOR
1 2 10 1114 0 209 1 0
2 RGB COLOR
2 1 0 420 360 0 210 9 0
8 MOVE
420 450 46 0 30 1 0
6 INHIBIT
A2 0 450 r7r? 20 1 b- 0 o
7 INHIBIT
420 450
~
<
~
' 40 20 0 0
Gs>\ I A dHp& (
3R0UP #REV5
_ _
/2
1 1 0
40 4
950
934
1010
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